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Statistics - Keywords and Definitions
Advantages of a census
Unbiased
Takes the whole population into account - Accurate

Disadvantages of a census
Expensive
Time consuming
Lots of data to handle
- Difficult to ensure the whole population is being used

Advantages of a sample
Cheaper
Less time consuming
Easy to manage

Disadvantages of a sample
May be biased
Not completely representative

Simple random advantages
Simple and cheap

Simple random disadvantages
Not suitable for large populations 
A sampling frame is needed

Stratified sampling advantages
More accurate when clear strata present

Stratified sampling disadvantages
Overlap may occur between strata
Same disadvantages in each stratum as simple random 
sampling

Cluster sampling advantages
Cheaper
Suitable for large populations

Cluster sampling disadvantages
Less precise other methods
Clusters must be uniformly made

Quota sampling advantages
Fieldwork can be done quickly in a small sample size

Quota sampling disadvantages
Not a random process
Interviewer must judge characteristics
Interviewer can introduce bias

Systematic sampling advantages
Simple to use
Suitable for large samples

Systematic sampling disadvantages
Sampling frame should be random
It can introduce bias

Primary data advantages
You know how data were obtained
You know the accuracy of the data

Primary data disadvantages
It is time consuming and expensive

Secondary data advantages
It is easy to obtain and cheap

Secondary data disadvantages
Method of collection unknown
It may be out of date
It may contain mistakes or bias

Mode advantages
Easy to find
Can be used of any type of data
Unaffected by extreme values
The mode will always be a data value

Mode disadvantages
Mathematical properties not useful
Not always a mode present

Median advantages
Easy to calculate
Unaffected by extreme values

Median disadvantages
Mathematical properties not useful
It may not be present in the data

Mean advantages
Uses all the data
Mathematical properties are useful

Mean disadvantages
Always affected by extreme values
Can be distorted by open ended classes

Range advantages and disadvantages
Good indicator but badly affected by extreme values

IQR advantages and disadvantages
Not affected by extreme values, often used with skewed data 
but does not tell you what happens beyond quartiles

Variance and standard deviation advantages and 
disadvantages

Good measure, all values used, used when data are fairly 
symmetrical, but not so good if data are skewed
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